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Flexible Pattern Matching in Strings 2002-05-27 presents recently developed algorithms for searching for simple multiple
and extended strings regular expressions exact and approximate matches
Practical Instrumentation 1893 take a practical approach to becoming a leading edge android developer learning by example
while combining the many technologies needed to create a successful up to date web app practical android projects introduces
the android software development kit and development tools of the trade and then dives into building cool looking and fun apps
that put android s amazing capabilities to work android is the powerful full featured open source mobile platform that powers
phones like google nexus motorola droid samsung galaxy s and a variety of htc phones and tablet computers this book helps you
quickly get android projects up and running with the free and open source eclipse netbeans and intellij idea ides then you build
and extend mobile applications using the android sdk java scripting layer for android sl4a and languages such as python ruby
javascript html flex air and lua
Practical Android Projects 2011-08-07 learn to use julia as a tool for research and solve problems of genuine interest like
modeling the course of a pandemic in this practical hands on introduction to the language the julia programming language is
acclaimed in scientific circles for its unparalleled ease interactivity and speed practical julia is a comprehensive introduction to
the language making it accessible even if you re new to programming dive in with a thorough guide to julia s syntax data types
and best practices then transition to craft solutions for challenges in physics statistics biology mathematics scientific machine
learning and more whether you re solving computational problems visualizing data writing simulations or developing specialized
tools practical julia will show you how as you work through the book you ll use comprehensions and generators higher level
functions array initialization and manipulation and perform operations on unicode text create new syntax and generate code with
metaprogramming and macros and control the error system to manipulate program execution visualize everything from
mathematical constructs and experimental designs to algorithm flowcharts elevate performance using julia s unique type system
with multiple dispatch delve into scientific packages tailored for diverse fields like fluid dynamics agent based modeling and
image processing whether your interest is in scientific research statistics mathematics or just the fun of programming with julia
practical julia will have you writing high performance code that can do real work in no time online resources ready to run code
samples illustrations and supplemental animations available at julia lee phillips org
Practical Julia 2023-10-31 algorithms languages automata compilers a practical approach is designed to cover the standard
theory of computing topics through a strong emphasis on practical applications rather than theorems and proofs finite automata
turing machines models of computation complexity solvability and other topics that form a foundation of modern programming
are discussed first with a gentle theoretical orientation and then applied through programming code and practical examples jflap
projects and applications are integrated throughout the book and c is used for all code
Ellis's Practical School for the Guitar 1880 learn to effectively manage data and execute data science projects from start to
finish using python key featuresunderstand and utilize data science tools in python such as specialized machine learning
algorithms and statistical modelingbuild a strong data science foundation with the best data science tools available in pythonadd



value to yourself your organization and society by extracting actionable insights from raw databook description practical data
science with python teaches you core data science concepts with real world and realistic examples and strengthens your grip on
the basic as well as advanced principles of data preparation and storage statistics probability theory machine learning and
python programming helping you build a solid foundation to gain proficiency in data science the book starts with an overview of
basic python skills and then introduces foundational data science techniques followed by a thorough explanation of the python
code needed to execute the techniques you ll understand the code by working through the examples the code has been broken
down into small chunks a few lines or a function at a time to enable thorough discussion as you progress you will learn how to
perform data analysis while exploring the functionalities of key data science python packages including pandas scipy and scikit
learn finally the book covers ethics and privacy concerns in data science and suggests resources for improving data science skills
as well as ways to stay up to date on new data science developments by the end of the book you should be able to comfortably
use python for basic data science projects and should have the skills to execute the data science process on any data source
what you will learnuse python data science packages effectivelyclean and prepare data for data science work including feature
engineering and feature selectiondata modeling including classic statistical models such as t tests and essential machine learning
algorithms such as random forests and boosted modelsevaluate model performancecompare and understand different machine
learning methodsinteract with excel spreadsheets through pythoncreate automated data science reports through pythonget to
grips with text analytics techniqueswho this book is for the book is intended for beginners including students starting or about to
start a data science analytics or related program e g bachelor s master s bootcamp online courses recent college graduates who
want to learn new skills to set them apart in the job market professionals who want to learn hands on data science techniques in
python and those who want to shift their career to data science the book requires basic familiarity with python a getting started
with python section has been included to get complete novices up to speed
Algorithms, Languages, Automata, and Compilers: A Practical Approach 2009-08-19 this book addresses the intellectual
foundations function modeling approaches and complexity of cellular automata explores cellular automata in combination with
genetic algorithms neural networks and agents and discusses the applications of cellular automata in economics traffic and the
spread of disease pursuing a blended approach between knowledge and philosophy it assigns equal value to methods and
applications
Practical Data Science with Python 2021-09-30 c is a powerful highly flexible and adaptable programming language that
allows software engineers to organize and process information quickly and effectively but this high level language is relatively
difficult to master even if you already know the c programming language the 2nd edition of practical c programming is a
complete introduction to the c language for programmers who are learning c reflecting the latest changes to the c standard this
2nd edition takes a useful down to earth approach placing a strong emphasis on how to design clean elegant code in short to the
point chapters all aspects of programming are covered including style software engineering programming design object oriented
design and debugging it also covers common mistakes and how to find and avoid them end of chapter exercises help you ensure



you ve mastered the material practical c programming thoroughly covers c syntax coding standards and style creation and use of
object classes templates debugging and optimization use of the c preprocessor file input output steve oualline s clear easy going
writing style and hands on approach to learning make practical c programming a nearly painless way to master this complex but
powerful programming language
Theory of Practical Cellular Automaton 2018-05-17 computational intelligence paradigms have attracted the growing interest of
researchers scientists engineers and application engineers in a number of everyday applications these applications are not
limited to any particular field and include engineering business banking and consumer electronics computational intelligence
paradigms include artificial intelligence artificial neural networks fuzzy systems and evolutionary computing artificial neural
networks can mimic the biological information processing mechanism in a very limited sense evolutionary computing algorithms
are used for optimisation applications and fuzzy logic provides a basis for representing uncertain and imprecise knowledge
practical applications of computational intelligence techniques contains twelve chapters providing actual application of these
techniques in the real world such examples include but are not limited to intelligent household appliances aerial spray models
industrial applications and medical diagnostics and practice this book will be useful to researchers practicing engineers scientists
and students who are interested in developing practical applications in a computational intelligence environment
Practical Carpentry 1883 oracle is one of the most widely used database systems in the world and mysql is the world s most
popular open source database system this book is an example driven guide for beginners and intermediates to oracle and mysql
databases it provides thorough introduction to database design sql pl sql and much more this book enriched with the following
key concepts with code illustrations rdbms concepts and usagesdatabase design and implicationsdatabase models and
representationsdatabase keys and constrainsnormalization and de normalizationinstallation and configuration of oracle and
mysqldata definition language sql commandsdata access using data manipulation language sql commandstransaction in
databasedatabase object table view synonym sequencebuilt in functions and programspl sql triggers stored proceduresbasic
administration privilege management backup and restore databases
Practical C++ Programming 2002-12-13 this comprehensive book illustrates how mathcad can be used to solve many
mathematical tasks and provides the mathematical background to the mathcad package based on the latest version 8
professional for windows this book market contains many solutions to basic mathematical tasks and is designed to be used as
both a reference and tutorial for lecturers and students as well as a practical manual for engineers mathematicians and computer
scientists
The Circle of the Mechanical Arts; Containing Practical Treatises on the Various Manual Arts, Trades, and Manufactures. 2. Ed
1815 get students into the swing of physics without busting your budget 45 step by step real world investigations use affordable
alternatives to specialized equipment topics range from mass of air and bicycle acceleration to radioactive decay and retrograde
motion complete with reproducible student handouts teacher notes and quizzes
Practical Applications of Computational Intelligence Techniques 2001-04-30 the growth in the bioinformatics and computational



biology fields over the last few years has been remarkable and the trend is to increase its pace in fact the need for computational
techniques that can efficiently handle the huge amounts of data produced by the new experimental techniques in biology is still
increasing driven by new advances in next generation sequencing several types of the so called omics data and image
acquisition just to name a few the analysis of the datasets that produces and its integration call for new algorithms and
approaches from fields such as databases statistics data mining machine learning optimization computer science and artificial
intelligence within this scenario of increasing data availability systems biology has also been emerging as an alternative to the
reductionist view that dominated biological research in the last decades indeed biology is more and more a science of information
requiring tools from the computational sciences in the last few years we have seen the surge of a new generation of
interdisciplinary scientists that have a strong background in the biological and computational sciences in this context the
interaction of researchers from different scientific fields is more than ever of foremost importance boosting the research efforts in
the field and contributing to the education of a new generation of bioinformatics scientists pacbb 11 hopes to contribute to this
effort promoting this fruitful interaction pacbb 11 technical program included 50 papers from a submission pool of 78 papers
spanning many different sub fields in bioinformatics and computational biology therefore the conference will certainly have
promoted the interaction of scientists from diverse research groups and with a distinct background computer scientists
mathematicians biologists the scientific content will certainly be challenging and will promote the improvement of the work that
is being developed by each of the participants
Oracle and My SQL - A Practical Approach 2012-02 analyze data like a pro even if you re a beginner practical sql is an
approachable and fast paced guide to sql structured query language the standard programming language for defining organizing
and exploring data in relational databases anthony debarros a journalist and data analyst focuses on using sql to find the story
within your data the examples and code use the open source database postgresql and its companion pgadmin interface and the
concepts you learn will apply to most database management systems including mysql oracle sqlite and others you ll first cover
the fundamentals of databases and the sql language then build skills by analyzing data from real world datasets such as us
census demographics new york city taxi rides and earthquakes from us geological survey each chapter includes exercises and
examples that teach even those who have never programmed before all the tools necessary to build powerful databases and
access information quickly and efficiently you ll learn how to create databases and related tables using your own data aggregate
sort and filter data to find patterns use functions for basic math and advanced statistical operations identify errors in data and
clean them up analyze spatial data with a geographic information system postgis create advanced queries and automate tasks
this updated second edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect the latest in sql features including additional advanced query
techniques for wrangling data this edition also has two new chapters an expanded set of instructions on for setting up your
system plus a chapter on using postgresql with the popular json data interchange format learning sql doesn t have to be dry and
complicated practical sql delivers clear examples with an easy to follow approach to teach you the tools you need to build and
manage your own databases microsoft sql server employs a variant of the language called t sql which is not covered by practical



sql
Practical Use of Mathcad® 1999-10-15 build domain specific languages dsls using java s most popular functional
programming language scala this book introduces the basics of scala and dsls using a series of practical examples in practical
scala dsls you ll learn to create pragmatic and complete code examples that explain the actual use of dsls with scala a web api
and microservices a custom language a mobile app a forex system a game and cloud applications at the end of this unique book
you ll be able to describe the differences between external and internal dsls understand when and how to apply dsls create dsls
using scala and even create a dsl using another programming language what you ll learn build dsls in scala write a web api and
microservices create a custom language apply dsls to mobile apps development a forex trading system game development and
more discover the role of dsls in cloud development integrate dsls as part of a devops program or structure build internal and
external dsls who this book is for experienced java coders with at least some prior experience with scala you may be new to dsls
Notes, Critical, Explanatory and Practical, on the Book of Psalms. By Albert Barnes. [With the Text. Edited by T. S.
Henderson, Afterwards Engall.] 1868 the practical guitar method is a collection of guitar lessons created by professional
guitarist donovan raitt these lessons are designed for anyone just starting out with the guitar or for those who are more advanced
players looking for a great resource with overviews of specific techniques to advance their playing whatever your age style or
level of playing you will find in this book simple easy to follow lessons that will make you a better player
Practical Physics Labs 1990 blockchain canvass is getting bigger and better every day one of the most vital offerings of
blockchain is smart contracts solidity is a prominent language that is widely practiced in the development of smart contracts
using ethereum an emerging technology that promises the ability to disrupt traditional solutions to business through a
decentralized ledger the real essence of this book is the practical knowledge it provides to learn the revolutionary solidity
language this book delivers deep practical depth with the help of code recipes coupled with step by step environment setup
details along with the output of each recipe that can be verified by readers instantly on remix or a local environment hence this
book is a unique offering for developers and architects the focus is to enable readers build secure and scalable smart contracts
with solidity using the ethereum ecosystem this book encompasses basics as well as advanced topics making it useful for
beginners advanced programmers and enterprise architects alike you ll find detailed sample code recipes providing enriching
experience on every single aspect of solidity explore and delight yourself
5th International Conference on Practical Applications of Computational Biology & Bioinformatics 2011-03-09 a guitar player s
guide to music theory this book is a complete theory course with recorded examples that put everything in an applicable musical
context the recording includes all the musical examples and play along tracks
Practical SQL, 2nd Edition 2022-01-25 rapid developments in the field of genetic algorithms along with the popularity of the
first edition precipitated this completely revised thoroughly updated second edition of the practical handbook of genetic
algorithms like its predecessor this edition helps practitioners stay up to date on recent developments in the field and provides
material



Practical Unigraphics NX2 Modeling for Engineers 2004-04 practical pathology informatics introduces and demystifies a
variety of topics in the broad discipline of pathology informatics with a focus on issues of particular relevance to the practicing
anatomic pathologist early chapters contain basic information about computers and databases which is applicable to any
discipline with the later chapters containing more anatomic pathology specific topics chapters can be read in any order and are
divided into short sections organized in an easy to read format the book is aimed at providing pathologists and pathology
residents with the practical information they need to make intelligent informed decisions about the deployment and use of
information technology tools in their day to day practice and ultimately better position themselves for informed decision making
and intelligent communication with the information systems groups at their institutions john sinard md phd is associate professor
of pathology in the department of pathology and director pathology informatics program at yale university school of medicine in
new haven connecticut
Practical Scala DSLs 2017-11-30 master the java ee 8 and jsf javaserver faces apis and web framework with this practical
projects driven guide to web development this book combines theoretical background with a practical approach by building four
real world applications by developing these jsf web applications you ll take a tour through the other java ee technologies such as
jpa cdi security websockets and more in practical jsf in java ee 8 you will learn to use the javaserver faces web framework in java
ee 8 to easily construct a web based user interface from a set of reusable components next you add jsf event handling and then
link to a database persist data and add security and the other bells and whistles that the java ee 8 platform has to offer after
reading this book you will have a good foundation in java based web development and will have increased your proficiency in
sophisticated java ee 8 web development using the jsf framework what you will learn use the java ee 8 and the javaserver faces
apis to build java based web applications through four practical real world case studies process user input with jsf and the
expression language by building a calculator application persist data using jsf templating and java persistence to manage an
inventory of books create and manage an alumni database using jsf ajax web services and java ee 8 s security features who this
book is for those new to java ee 8 and jsf some prior experience with java is recommended
The Practical Guitar Method: Classroom Edition Vol.1 2016-08-29 fully updated and expanded from the previous edition a
practical guide to database design second edition is intended for those involved in the design or development of a database
system or application it begins by illustrating how to develop a third normal form data model where data is placed where it
belongs the reader is taken step by step through the normalization process first using a simple then a more complex set of data
requirements next usage analysis for each logical data model is reviewed and a physical data model is produced that will satisfy
user performance requirements finally each physical data model is used as input to create databases using both microsoft access
and sql server the book next shows how to use an industry leading data modeling tool to define and manage logical and physical
data models and how to create data definition language statements to create or update a database running in sql server oracle or
other type of dbms one chapter is devoted to illustrating how microsoft access can be used to create user interfaces to review
and update underlying tables in that database as well as tables residing in sql server or oracle for users involved with cyber



activity or support one chapter illustrates how to extract records of interest from a log file using perl then shows how to load
these extracted records into one or more sql server tracking tables adding status flags for analysts to use when reviewing activity
of interest these status flags are used to flag mark collected records as reviewed pending currently being analyzed and resolved
the last chapter then shows how to build a web based gui using php to query these tracking tables and allow an analyst to review
new activity flag items that need to be investigated and finally flag items that have been investigated and resolved note that the
book has complete code scripts for both perl and the php gui
Rendezvous with Practical Solidity 2020-01-10 declarative languages have traditionally been regarded by the mainstream c
puting community as too impractical to be put to practical use at the same time traditionalconferencesdevotedto
declarativelanguagesdo not haveissues related to practice as their central focus thus there are few forums devoted to discussion
of practical aspects and implications of newly discovered results and techniques related to declarative languages the goal of the
first international workshop on practical aspects of declarative languages padl is to bring together researchers practitioners and
implementors of declarative languages to discuss practical issues and practical implications of their research results the
workshop was held in san antonio texas during january 18 19 1999 this volume contains its proceedings fifty three papers were
submitted in response to the call for papers these papers were written by authors belonging to twenty one countries from six c
tinents each paper was assigned to at least two referees for reviewing twenty four papers were nally selected for presentation at
the workshop many good papers could not be included due to the limited duration of the workshop the workshop included invited
talks by mark hayden of dec compaq systems search center speaking on experiences building distributed systems in ml and mark
wallace of imperial college center for planning and resource c trol ic parc speaking on eclipse declarative specic ation and
scalable implementation
Practical Theory for Guitar 1993-09 the most complete easy to follow guide to ubuntu linux mark sobell s a practical guide to
ubuntu linux second edition isn t just the most thorough and up to date reference to installing configuring and working with
ubuntu it also provides comprehensive server coverage you won t find in any other ubuntu book the fully updated jumpstart
sections help you get complex servers running quickly whatever your questions may be the completely revamped index gives
you even faster access to the answers you re searching for and a brand new chapter on perl programming teaches you the basics
of this powerful system administration language sobell walks you through every feature and technique you ll need from installing
ubuntu to working with gnome samba exim4 apache dns nis ldap ufw firestarter and iptables his exceptionally clear explanations
demystify everything from system security to windows file printer sharing you ll find full chapters on running ubuntu from the
command line and gui administering systems and security setting up networks and internet servers and much more along the
way you ll learn both the hows and the whys of ubuntu sobell knows every linux nook and cranny he s taught hundreds of
thousands of readers and never forgets what it s like to be new to linux whether you re a user administrator or programmer this
book gives you all you need and more the world s most practical ubuntu linux book is now even more useful this book delivers
hundreds of easy to follow easy to use examples updated jumpstarts for setting up samba apache mail ftp nis openssh dns and



other complex servers deeper coverage of the command line gnome gui and desktop customization coverage of crucial ubuntu
topics such as sudo and the upstart init daemon more detailed usable coverage of internet server configuration including apache
exim4 and dns bind more state of the art security techniques including firewall setup using ufw firestarter and iptables plus a full
chapter on openssh deeper coverage of essential system and network administration tasks from managing users to cups printing
configuring lans to building a kernel complete instructions on keeping ubuntu systems up to date using aptitude synaptic and the
software sources window and much more including a 500 term glossary and five detailed appendixes includes dvd get the full
version of the ubuntu 8 10 intrepid ibex release
London Encyclopædia, Or, Universal Dictionary of Science, Art, Literature, and Practical Mechanics 1844 by closing
the gap between general programming books and those on laboratory automation this timely book makes accessible to every
laboratory technician or scientist what has traditionally been restricted to highly specialized professionals following the idea of
learning by doing the book provides an introduction to scripting using autoit with many workable examples based on real world
scenarios a large portion of the book tackles the traditionally hard problem of instrument synchronization including remote web
based synchronization automated result processing database operation and creation of graphical user interfaces are also
examined readers of this book can immediately profit from the new knowledge in terms of both increased efficiency and reduced
costs in laboratory operation above all laboratory technicians and scientists will learn that they are free to choose whatever
equipment they desire when configuring an automated analytical setup regardless of manufacturers suggested specifications
Practical Taxidermy 1884 to get the most out of modern javascript you need learn the latest features of its parent specification
ecmascript 6 es6 this book provides a highly practical look at es6 without getting lost in the specification or its implementation
details armed with practical examples author nicolas bevacqua shows you new ways to deal with asynchronous flow control
declare objects or functions and create proxies or unique sets among many other features the first title in bevacqua s modular
javascript series practical modern javascript prepares javascript and node js developers for applied lessons in modular design
testing and deployment in subsequent books this book explains how javascript and its standards development process have
evolved essential es6 changes including arrow functions destructuring let and const class syntax for declaring object prototypes
and the new symbol primitive how to handle flow control with promises iterators generators and async functions es6 collection
built in types for creating object maps and unique sets how and when to use the new proxy and reflect built ins changes to array
math numbers strings unicode and regular expressions and other improvements since es5
The Practical Handbook of Genetic Algorithms 2000-12-07 the security issues set by the global digitization of our society have
had and will continue to have a crucial impact at all levels of our social organization including just to mention a few privacy
economics environmental policies national sovereignty medical environments the importance of the collaborations in the various
elds of computer s ence to solve these problems linked with other sciences and techniques is clearly recognized moreover the
collaborative work to bridge the formal theory and practical applications becomes increasingly important and useful in this
context and since france and japan have strong academic and ind trial backgrounds in the theory and practice of the scienti c



challenges set by this digitized world in 2005 we started a formal french japanese collaboration and workshop series on computer
security the three rst editions of these french japanese computer security wo shops in tokyo september 5 7 2005 and december 4
5 2006 and in nancy march 13 14 2008 were very fruitful and were accompanied by several imp tant research exchanges
between france and japan because of this success we launched a call for papers dedicated to computer security from it s
foundation to practice with the goal of gathering together nal versions of the rich set of papers and ideas presented at the
workshops yet opening the call to everyone interested in contributing in this context this v ume presents the selection of papers
arising from this call and this international collaboration
Practical Pathology Informatics 2006-03-14 this book comes as an answer for students lecturers or the general public who want to
learn java gui programming starting from scratch this book is suitable for beginner learners who want to learn java gui
programming from the basic to the database level this book is also present for java learners who want to increase their level of
making gui based database applications for small medium or corporate businesses level the discussion in this book is not wordy
and not theoretical each discussion in this book is presented in a concise and clear brief and directly to the example that
implements the discussion beginner learners who want to learn through this book should not be afraid of losing understanding of
the programming concepts because this book in detail discusses the concepts of java programming from the basic to the
advanced level by applying the concept of learning by doing this book will guide you step by step to start java gui programming
from the basics until you are able to create database applications using jdbc and mysql here are the material that you will learn
in this book chapter 1 this chapter will give you brief and clear introduction about how to create desktop application using java
gui starting from how to setup your environments create your first project understand various control for your form and
understand how to interact with your form using event handling chapter 2 this chapter will discuss clearly about the concept and
the implementatiton of data types and variables in java gui chapter 3 this chapter will discuss in detail about how to make
decisions or deal with a condition in the program this chapter is the first step to deeper understanding of logics in programming
this chapter specifically discusses relational operators and logical operators if statements if else statements and switch case
statements and how to implement all of these conditional statements using java gui chapter 4 this chapter will discuss in detail
the looping statements in java including for statement while statement do while statement break statement and continue
statement all of these looping statements will be implemented using java gui chapter 5 this chapter will discuss how to use
methods to group codes based on their funcitonality this discussion will also be the first step for programmers to learn how to
create efficient program code this chapter will discuss in detail the basics of methods methods with return values how to pass
parameters to methods how to overload your methods and how to make recursive methods chapter 6 this chapter will discuss in
detail how to create and use arrays read and write file operations and how to display data stored in arrays or files in graphical
form chapter 7 this chapter will discuss in detail the basics of mysql how to access databases using jdbc and mysql and how to
perform crud operations using jdbc and mysql chapter 8 in this chapter we will discuss more about java gui programming this
chapter will discuss in detail about how to make a program that consists of multi forms how to create mdi application and how to



create report using ireport with data stored in a database
Practical JSF in Java EE 8 2018-05-29 practical deep learning teaches total beginners how to build the datasets and models
needed to train neural networks for your own dl projects if you ve been curious about machine learning but didn t know where to
start this is the book you ve been waiting for focusing on the subfield of machine learning known as deep learning it explains core
concepts and gives you the foundation you need to start building your own models rather than simply outlining recipes for using
existing toolkits practical deep learning teaches you the why of deep learning and will inspire you to explore further all you need
is basic familiarity with computer programming and high school math the book will cover the rest after an introduction to python
you ll move through key topics like how to build a good training dataset work with the scikit learn and keras libraries and evaluate
your models performance you ll also learn how to use classic machine learning models like k nearest neighbors random forests
and support vector machines how neural networks work and how they re trained how to use convolutional neural networks how
to develop a successful deep learning model from scratch you ll conduct experiments along the way building to a final case study
that incorporates everything you ve learned the perfect introduction to this dynamic ever expanding field practical deep learning
will give you the skills and confidence to dive into your own machine learning projects
A Practical Guide to Database Design 2018-03-08
Practical Aspects of Declarative Languages 2003-05-20
London Encyclopaedia; Or, Universal Dictionary of Science, Art, Literature and Practical Mechanics 1829
Notes, Critical, Explanatory, and Practical, on the Book of the Prophet Isaiah ... By Rev. Albert Barnes ... Edited and Carefully
Corrected by Rev. Ingram Cobbin 1851
Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux (Versions 8.10 and 8.04) 2008-12-30
Practical Laboratory Automation 2017-06-19
Practical Modern JavaScript 2017-06-26
Formal to Practical Security 2009-05-14
A London Encyclopaedia, Or Universal Dictionary of Science, Art, Literature and Practical Mechanics 1829
Step By Step Java GUI With JDBC & MySQL : Practical approach to build database desktop application with project
based examples 1878
Questions and Problems in Elementary Physics, Containing Numerous Practical Examples and Exercises for Use of Pupils in High
Schools and Academies 2021-03-16
Practical Deep Learning
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